Solid-state NMR studies of the structure and mechanisms of proteins.
Magic-angle spinning solid-state NMR experiments are well suited to investigating the structures and mechanisms of important proteins that are inaccessible to X-ray crystallography and solution NMR spectroscopy, including membrane proteins and disease-related protein aggregates. Good progress has been made in the development of methods for the complete structure determination of small (<20 kDa) solid proteins using uniformly 13C, 15N-labeled samples. Studies of selectively labeled proteins focusing on labeled active sites have yielded insights into the mechanisms of enzymes and of membrane proteins involved in energy and signal transduction. Studies of selectively labeled synthetic peptides have yielded structural models for biomedically important systems, including amyloid fibrils and surface-associated peptides involved in biomineralization and cell adhesion. Novel NMR and biochemical methods are being developed to target solid-state NMR experiments within large proteins and whole cells. These approaches are being used to investigate mechanisms of transmembrane signaling by membrane receptors and to characterize binding interactions between antibiotics and bacterial cell walls. Thus, solid-state NMR is proving to be a valuable biophysical tool for probing structure and dynamics in a wide range of biomolecules.